This paper celebrates the human factor by describing how our collective vocation towards innovation in design education has inspired the development of an active network across the Americas.Ten years after its creation, the Las Americas Digital Research Network has generated a stream of innovative implementations. This is the first time that the main stream of these research activities is articulated into a peer-reviewed journal publication.The narrative of the paper follows a time-line that starts with the creation of the Las Americas Digital Research Network in 1996. Supported by such a framework the paper continues to describe the implementation of virtual design studios as collaborations nested at the core of the network. Finally, the paper explains how the virtual design studios provide fundamental feasibility for the development of network-mediated distance education curricula in architecture and the opening of a new dimension in the development and deployment of collaborative networks.
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INTRODUCTION
We all have good reasons to show interest in the development of digital networks and distance education. In many disciplines the main motivation has been the promise of serving students that may be geographically distributed.This may also be the case in design disciplines but a survey of related publications over the last 15 years using the Cumulative Index of Computer Aided Architectural Design (CUMINCAD) [1] shows substantial enthusiasm for the potential of distance education implementations as a means for bringing together students with diversified backgrounds and allowing them to interact in a creative virtual framework.
My interest in the study of why and how to provide distance education models for design disciplines is defined through the development and articulation of three chronologically subsequent implementations, namely; a network of research collaborators (The Las Americas Digital Research Network), a brand of virtual design studios (The Las Americas Virtual Design Studio), and a strategy for the implementation of collaborative distance education curricula (The Las Americas Campus Unlimited Initiative).
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT / THE LAS AMERICAS DIGITAL RESEARCH NETWORK
In 1996, with seed funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the program to Enhance Scholarly and Creative Activities of Texas A&M University (TAMU), we initiated multilateral agreements with 5 schools of architecture interested in the exploration of collaborative activities making creative use of digital networks, in particular the Internet.These institutions were located in Peru,Venezuela, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Mexico.Within this initial partnership the potential use of digital networks for multinational research on design pedagogy was identified as a priority and the issue of potential collaborative instructional activities was immediately undertaken.
Some of the initial activities of the Las Americas Digital Research Network were addressed as "virtual bartering" with instructional services [2] . In some cases faculty would exchange lectures on specialized subjects making use of early systems for interactive videoconferencing.This was in particular the case between Texas A&M University and Universidad La Salle in Mexico City. In other cases, schools provided open access to their on-line instructional resources.This was in particular the case of on-line tutorials on computer applications in design that were originally developed at Texas A&M University by Dr. Antonieta Angulo [3] and shared at no cost with the other members of the network.
Soon after the initial implementations it became evident that research in the use of the Internet as a means for distance education in architecture was a subject of collective interest and that the most critical challenge in fully embracing network-mediate distance education in architecture was to be found in our ability to deliver design studios through the network. Without this ability it would be extremely difficult to argue for a distance education curriculum in design disciplines.
Since its origin in 1996, the Las Americas Digital Research Network has undertaken many research initiatives. Some have been bilateral, and some have been multilateral. In every case these initiatives have contributed to enhance our collective understanding of potential development avenues.The initial collective of 6 schools of architecture in 1996 has grown into an active network of more than 30 schools of architecture.
Country Institution
Year of Integration The Las Americas Digital Research Network does not require any fees from its members.The only requirement is a membership application signed by the Director or Dean of the school and the personal commitment of a contact person. Once a year the members of the Las Americas Network have a face-to-face meeting that is mainly geared towards reinforcing personal contact between members. It has been noted that we can manage almost any dynamic through digital networks but we still find it necessary to meet in order to build and maintain personal relationships. It is through our personal relationships, largely structured around a vocational attitude that our academic collaboration actually happens. In contrast, our institutions have many Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) signed by university administrators that, regardless of adequate funding, are not nearly as active as the projects of the Las Americas Network.
3.VIRTUAL STUDIO IMPLEMENTATIONS / THE LAS AMERICAS VIRTUAL DESIGN STUDIO
By far the most popular and successful initiative of the Las Americas Digital Research Network is the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio.This initiative brings together an average of 14 schools of architecture every fall semester (September -December). Counting its original implementation as the "Tex-Mex Virtual Design Studio" in 1996, this is the only multinational virtual design studio that has been in operation without interruption during the last 10 years. It is also the largest in terms of student and faculty participation [4] .
As the name may suggest, the Tex-Mex Virtual Design Studio (1996 -1998) was restricted to schools of architecture in Texas and Mexico.The main digital network application used was real-time interactive videoconferencing between Polycom sites in Texas and Mexico.This choice of technology provided both high-end performance and a short learning curve from the user point of view. A number of other network applications were marginally used but the availability of videoconferencing was the component that made the interaction between design collaborators truly memorable. (Figure 1 Student design work was placed on student-managed web sites that were not very effective due to graphic overload but on the balance the average upload speed of 18 per page was still within the range of tolerance that most users would display at that time in the history of the World Wide Web. (Figure 2) It was in 1998 when the potential for large format interactive display systems was envisioned as the tool of choice for project presentation during videoconferences. Such a vision triggered work in the conceptual development of what was called "The Infinity Room" and subsequent experimentation with ever growing digital display systems [5, 6, 7] In 1999 additional members of the Las Americas Digital Research Network decided to join the virtual design studio project and the name of our implementation was changed in order to reflect the expanding geographic context of the studio [8] .The Las Americas Virtual Design Studio continued to make extensive use of real-time interactive videoconferencing at the core of its activity but since additional participants were not necessarily equipped with Polycom hardware and software for high-end videoconferencing we had to add a more robust WWW component to the dynamic.
Late in 2000 the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio started to promote the concept of electronic pin-ups as a standard format for the display of design projects in the WWW.The electronic pin-ups provided an intuitive protocol for zooming in and out of the design electronic flat media.The introduction of electronic pin-ups coincided with the exponential growth of virtual design reviewers beyond the professors of record of each participating studio. In 2003, the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio attracted a record of 16 design studios and more than 60 active virtual reviewers.Texas A&M University has continued to use the electronic pin-up format not only for the on-line display of the work of the virtual design studio but that format currently supports the display of the College's archive of final professional studies.
In 2003 the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio at Texas A&M University stopped conducting traditional pin-up reviews and implemented the use of large-format interactive plasma screens for conducting electronic pin-up reviews at remote and local level.The use of electronic pin-ups and interactive plasma screens has dramatically changed the design studio culture of our graduate studios. (See Figures 3 and 4) .
Electronic Pin-ups continue to provide service in their original role in Virtual Design Studios. By means of Electronic Pin-ups virtual reviewers can visit the design work of our students and deliver valuable comments.Virtual reviewers extend the review capacity of the professors of record and in some cases bring a new perspective into the development of the projects. This is in particular true when professors in other countries or architects in professional offices question the default and/or academic design decisions of our students.
Electronic Pin-ups of completed projects [9] are kept in a repository that can be used in a number of valuable ways ( Figure 5 ).These are some examples: • Design instructors can use the electronic pin-ups of previous semesters in order to illustrate their expectations in terms of design sophistication and project deliverables.This use of electronic pin-ups is critical in upgrading the level of design performance within a professional program. If the students have a clear idea of what it is expected from them they are likely not only to fulfill our expectations but are more likely to exceed them. • Recruiters for graduate design programs can reference potential applicants to outstanding work in electronic pin-up format and offer a clear understanding of the level of performance that the students of the program are expected to achieve. In many instances potential applicants will seek on-line examples of student work in the web sites of the schools they are planning to apply to.We are constantly told by our new students that the availability of electronic pin-ups and the quality of the work that is displayed in such format has played an important role on their decision to apply or accept an admission offer from our program. • Potential employers can review the on-line design work of job applicants from our program.This is in particular important because in most instances design portfolios do not display compete projects but a collection of images that employers address as "eye candy".The possibility of reviewing a compete project, in particular the Final Professional Study of the applicant is of great value on their hiring decision.
Because of the usefulness and magnitude of this repository we have perceived the need of transforming it into a library similar to the libraries we already have for managing our repository on research thesis and dissertations.
As previously mentioned, electronic pin-ups have been used for in-house reviews since early times in the development of our virtual design studios, but the technology used for displaying on-line images and interacting with them has evolved substantially. At first, electronic pin-ups were projected. This implied the disadvantage of having to lower environmental lighting and have no means for interaction with the media other than pointing out things by hand of by means of a laser pointer. In the fall of 2002 we started experimenting with the use of a 72" rear-projection Smartboard that permitted considerable interaction with the media.We still had to lower environmental lighting and people sitting at the margins of the review space had problems viewing the images but the ability to interact with the graphics was overwhelmingly successful. In the fall of 2003 we started using a 61" NEC plasma screen provided of an interactive Smartboard overlay and the culture of our pin-up reviews changed dramatically. [10, 11] At the time of purchase, the 61" NEC Plasma Screen was the largest plasma screen in the market. Because of its value (over $14,000 US), fragility, and weight (over 200 pounds) we were advised to mount it on the wall of a secure lecture or seminar room. Nevertheless, and against all natural wisdom, we decided to construct a heavy-duty steel cart able of carrying the 61" plasma screen plus the Smartboard overlay.This was a critical decision because in that way studio students could remain in their studio environment and the plasma screen could travel to any of the graduate studios for informal as well as formal electronic pin-up reviews (See Figure 6 ).
These are some observations on use of electronic pin-ups via large format interactive plasma screens in the design studio: * The students can continue to work on their designs until only minutes before the review. All it takes is to upload a final version of the drawings to the server and the student is ready to display his/her project for review. This means that the design instructor can call for a collective pin-up review without previous notice. In such a context the difference between a deskcrit (informal individual review) and a formal pin-up review is largely reduced to limitations on content and not format or quality of media.
• The professor can approach the plasma screen and make annotations over the interactive overlay.The annotations can be recorded by means of a screen capture function and sent to the student's e-mail box for further study and consideration.The original media is not damaged, or in any way modified during the review process. • Fellow students can (and frequently do) approach the plasma screen and annotate the drawings of their classmates making suggestions for improvement. If the suggestion is relevant the annotation is recorded and forwarded to the e-mail box of the student under review. If the annotation is not relevant, the display can be refreshed and a new idea can be explored. • Professors can reference and actually bring to display on the plasma screen the electronic pin-ups of other projects that may serve as case studies in the explanation of a design solution or mistake.The availability of on-line project repositories can be of great value in such a teaching/learning dynamic. • The review can be subject of recording using conventional cameras.
The plasma screen will not display refreshing frequency bars.This means that the students can later re-visit their reviews and be selfcritical about their presentation skills. Further more, the reviews can be broadcasted via streaming video to a geographically distributed and time-displaced population of potential reviewers. The Las Americas Virtual Design Studio has become a main stream design studio in many of the member schools. In some instances it has been subject of review by professional accreditation teams and has been acknowledge as a design studio format that is unconventional but certainly creditable.
COLLABORATIVE DISTANCE EDUCATION CURRICULA / THE LAS AMERICAS CAMPUS UNLIMITED INITIATIVE
Schools of architecture have been slow in the implementation of distance education curricula.The main problem we have always encountered is the transformation of studio-based instruction into the distance education format.We have been successful in the delivery of lectures and even seminars in distance education format but without an equivalent to the design studio our curricular integration lacks its key stone.
Our collaborative experience conducting virtual design studios in the context of the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio has demonstrated that we can deliver design studios in distance education format. Having that key stone in place there is nothing holding us back in the implementation of a complete architecture curriculum in distance education format.
The Las Americas Campus Unlimited initiative [12] calls for the collaborative development of instructional content within a nested system. In that system, professors produce content that can be delivered as isolated lectures.These lectures can be compiled with other lectures and delivered as courses. Few of these specialized courses can be compiled into certificate programs, and certificate programs can be nested as elective courses within master and doctoral degree programs. Following this nested system every product can be packaged in a number of different ways and through such a process address a more diversified market within pre-professional, professional, and post-professional programs.
In terms of technical implementation, the technical environment in which content providers, in particular senior professors delivering highly specialized content, can produce content in digital format that is ready for insertion in instructional products and delivered through the networks. In particular, we have been exploring the implementation of mobile recording units that can be rolled into any class room, lecture room, or even into design studios, in order to record content, as displayed in a computer screen plus audio and live video, for distance education purposes at the same time that it is delivered to a local audience (See Figure 7) . In such a dynamic, professors do not invest any additional time in the delivery of content for distance education and the task of editing the material can be placed on the hands of graduate assistants that produce the professionalgrade distance education material at lower cost.
Our current use of this kind of authoring instrumentation demonstrate that it can be effectively used not only for the original purpose of producing ᭤ Figure 7 . Lecture/seminar content recording unit. A similar but horizontal unit has been developed for use in faculty offices.
highly specialized distance education material at low cost but also as a resource for the creation of in-house technology-mediated education resources that can be used in providing faculty and students with additional flexibility in the delivery of content and access to on-demand learning opportunities.
The College of Architecture at Texas A&M University is currently working within this developmental strategy for the production of distance education content aligned with the following fields of certification: Environmental Hazard Management, Facility Management, Health Systems, Historic Preservation and Sustainable Urbanism. As these and other distance education certificates come on-line the members of the Las Americas Digital Research Network will have the opportunity to develop dual graduate programs at masters level by combining core courses, offered locally, with specialized courses offered in distance education format. Some members of the network have already started to produce the administrative arrangements for bilateral degrees but there is no fundamental reason why such degrees should stop on a bilateral framework. It can be expected that as more members of the Las Americas Network continue to produce distance education content we will be able to share that content in the same spirit of friendship that has allow us to develop a very successful virtual design studio within our network. It is clear that the human factor will continue to play a fundamental role in the future development of this initiatives, including a future collaborative Master of Architecture Degree Program.
CONCLUSIONES
The content of the paper can provide conclusions at pragmatic as well as philosophical level. From a pragmatic point of view, it is possible to say that digital networks have an important role to play in the future of design education.The history of the Las Americas Digital Research Network, the Las Americas Virtual Design Studio and the Las Americas Campus Unlimited Initiative, put on evidence that the Internet can be used in the building and operation of collaborative partnerships, and that such partnerships can continue to use the Internet for the development of collaborative activities that include not only the delivery of lectures and seminars but in particular the delivery of design studios.
If we acknowledge that it is possible to deliver complete architecture curricula via the Internet, we can conceive several potential new developments:
1) Schools of architecture with strong reputations can expand their area of influence at national and even international level by offering accredited degree programs in architecture that do not require residency at a university campus. By using technology in order to enhance the quality of education, at the same time that they increase productivity and geographical reach, large global schools may displace small local schools that can not increase dramatically their enrolment, produce state-of-the-art instructional material or attract high-end faculty. 2) Research centers can develop certificate programs that can be nested in degree programs around the world. Local universities will provide courses on core competencies and "import" a wide variety of highly specialized elective courses. At the same time, schools of architecture in North America and Europe can concentrate on the development of highly specialized courses and "outsource" courses that address core competencies from institutions overseas where the salary of competent faculty is a fraction of those in developed nations. 3) A number of schools of architecture with different areas of strength or fields of specialization may develop consortia that may allow them to share faculty resources and assemble joined curricula. For instance, this is a strategy that the Las Americas Campus Unlimited Initiative is interested in exploring and probably implementing.
4) Members of the Las Americas Digital Research Network have
learned to appreciate the added instructional value provided by their collaborative virtual design studio and plan to continue to develop additional resources for its further improvement. In the near future this particular implementation will provide students with immersive virtual collaborative environments and Building Information Modeling (BIM) instrumentation for multidisciplinary cooperation among students of architecture, landscape architecture, urban planning, and construction management. 5) At philosophical level, the paper provides a case study that questions, and in the opinion of the author refutes the common notion that "a vision without funding is an illusion".This is a testimony on the power of the human factor and the executive power of friendships, with or without funding.
